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TESTS ON COLD FOm,reD STE3L STU~S
FOR Tml Al·t3lB.ICAU IROl{ A)~ STEEIJ INSTITUTE
Twenty-fifth Progress Report
Hay 1948
1. SCOPE OF THI S REPORT.
In connection with a prospective revised
Second Edition of the Specifications the question
has been raised as to the reliability of Section
3.7, Combined Axial and :Bending Stress. This
stipUlation at the time wa.s adopted· from the AISO
Specification~ without detailed investigation. It
appeared pertinent. therefore, to subjeot this re-
quirement to a detailed analysis for purposes of
vorification and possible imp+ovement. The present
Report gives an abbreviated account of this analysis
and presents numerical an<l graphical data sufficient
to judge the reliability of Section 3.7.
II. AUALYSIS.
A member subject to combined compression
and bending reaches the limit of its structural
usefulness when the maximum stress in the most un-
favorable cross-section becomes equal to the yield
point. To ascertain the magnitude of the safety
factor, it is therefore necessaq to determine that·
combination of bending and compression loads wnich
Will r~sUlt in such yielding, and alGo to determine
the magnitude of corres'Ponding bending a.nd compres-
sion loads allowed by Section 3.7. The ratio of
the former to the latter then represents the safety
factor. Seotion 3.7 will be found satisfaato~y if
it results in safety factors about equal to the
fundamental safety factor of 1.85 assumed through-
out the Specifications. (Uore exactly, for Grade
C, SeF. =33,ooOjlS,OOO ::: 1.83).
Combined compression and bending can be
CaUsed by a great variety of types of loads, such
as lateral loads of various kinds (distributed.,
concentrated) conc~-rently \v.ith independent con-
c;ntric compression loads or by eccentric compres-
81 1 ' hO~ oads, or by combinations of the former. E~C
SUch case would require separated B..'1a1ytical investigation.
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For the present purposes it appear$ suf-
ficient to limit the investigation to t,.,o simple .
ca.ses: (a.) studs of various L/r-ratios subject·· to
concentric end compression P and to a lateral Con-
centrated. load \'1 at mid-length (see drawings lTumber
119 to 121) and. (b) . studs subject to an accidentally
eccentric end load P in addition to the .same lateral
load W(see dra.,'dngs Number 122 to 124). To cover
the :practical range, three slenderness ratios are
investigated for each case, viz. !sIr::: 50, 100, and.
l~. For case (b~ the loa~ eccentricity was assumed
to be e =0.25 (r /0) in view of the fact that the
main column formulas (Section 3.6) are essentially
based on an initial, accidental eccentricity of
this amountl
For a member loaded as described under
(a), it is shown (Ti,moshenko. Theory of Elastic




where 1> is the actual, axial load, Pcr is the simp1 e
Euler load for the given t!r, and do is the deflec-
tion due to W \'1hich ,"ould obtain if P ,.,ere absent,
i.e.
(2)
In a Ph.D thesis at Cornell, Dr. R. R. Pian super-
~SOd by Dr. \Hnter, has sho"tam that relation (1)
i~ not re~tricted. to this particular type of load-
g, but 1 s qui t e general (1\ strength of struetural~~4bo)rs SUbject to Elastic Instab:ili ty", Cornell
1 5. Consequently t the bending moment at mid-
ength t due to b,oth ,., an~ l' is
Mmax '= ~~/4 t ~d ~ '1L/4 f Pdo /(1 - p!P6~)(3)
~hthe maximum fiber stress at that section becomes.
the ValUe of do substituted f;-om (2),
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f =pIA t ('1L/4)(c/I) t p(~~3/4ggI){C/I)/(l - pIp )
max cr
(4)
The structural limit is reached. if this stress f
max
becomes equal to ~he yield point f y •
Introducing the designations fa =pIA,
the s~mple compression stress, and f b fa ("rL/4)( c/I),
the simple bending stress due to i.'t alone, and noting
that the Euler load Por ~ p2 m/t2, one obtain.s
~ter cOfiside~aole transformationi
The somewhat tedlous detailed steps of this trans-
formation are omitted in the ~resent Report, and
are preserved and open for inspection in the files
at Cornell.
For given values of E, f y , and Llr and
for an~: chosen value of faffy it is possible from
this formula to determine fb1fy. In other words,
it is possible for any given axial stress pIA ::: fa
to determine thatsir.!ple bending stress fb ::: (WL/lf)( c/I)
'Wh:ch, if applied concurrently f will result in
OUuer fiber Yielding This is identical with
s, '. ul
aYlng that for any given axial load l' the form a
allows one to determine that l~teral load 'ttl \vhich
'Will stress the member to its structural limit.
1 Gra"O.hically this formula. is most simply1) ott . ... /
- ed In terns of the stress ratios fa f y and
fb/ f y \'1hich are of the same general type as those
~f Section 3.7 of the Snecifications. This i~ done
l~ the three chosen t!r"':'ratios on Dra\dngs ;19,120, It
• The corresponding curveo a.re labelled failure.
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On the satle dra,rlngs the curve:! labelled
"allO\t1able" give those combinations of stresses
which are ~ermissable by Section 3.1.
That is, for bending without axial force
the allowable stress, 18,000, results in fb/fy:
18,000/33,000 =0.545 (right end of lines). For
compression without bending Section 3.6 (with
~c 1) gives allowable stresses of 14,200,10,900,
5950 for L/r =50, 100, and 150 respectively, re-
sulting, correspondi~gly, in faf f y =0.43. 0.33,
and O.lS (left end of lines). The transition be-
tween the two ends, Section 3.7, is a straight line,
as shown on the dra'tdngs. (I.e. any point on these
straight lines gives that combination of fa and fb'
in terms of f y , which is a110\'18b1e 'by Specifications.)
Conclusions from t~se drawings are discussed in a
subsequent section of this Report.
In addition to the case of a strictly con-
centric compression load, the case depiyted on
drawings l22~ 123, and 124 was analyzed, for the
following reason: The column formulas of the
Specifications are based on~an assumed imperfection
of the member, expressed primarily by an accidental
load eccentricity. It must be assumed that such
eccentricitie~ ,iil1 be present not only in axially
loaded columns, but also in members under combined
.compression plus bending. The Case aniUyzed on
dra\nngs 119, 120, and 121 of ~urely concentric
loading is therefore actually more favorable than
the fundamental assumptions of the specified column
formulas. ~o obtain the most unfavorable assumptions
compatible with those of the column formulas it
must be assumed that the accidental and eccentricities
prodUce bending moments in the same direction as
those due to the transverse load W. It is this
case which is analyzed on drawings 122, 123, and 124.
The mathematical analysis of this case is
necessarily a great deal more complex than that of
the former case. The principles of the derivation,
however, are the same. The details are not given
in this Report and are preserved for reference in
our files.
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The formula which gives the relation be-
tween those combinations of falfy and foffy which
~esult in incipient yielding is, for this caae~
.
nere the definitions of fa and f b are the
same as before, i.e. fa = pIA is the pure compres-
sion stress and fb =(WL!4)(c/t) is the bending
stress dne to the lateral load Walon~, with ~absent.
The results are plotted in graphs 122,
123, and 124 in the same manner as' before. The
lines of allowable stress combinations on these
graphs are, of course, the same a.s those on graphs
119~ 120, and 121. However, the lines of combinations
of failure stresses are noticeably affected by the
introduction of the accidental end eccentricities.
They show, therefore, that lower applied stresses
fa and fb result in yielding, than in the forIller
case of centered compressive loads.
I II. EVALUATION.
It is the puruose of this investigation
to establi sh the magni tude of the safety factor in-
volved in Section 3.7 of the Specifications.
This factor is determined in the follo\dng
ma,nner; Given, from the analysis, a pair of values of the
loads Pf and Wf ·tolhich result in incipient yielding
(fatlure), one has to establish from Section 3.7
the corresponding values of allo\l1a"ole loads Pa. and
Wa, such that, of course, Pf/tvf ::: ~aI\1a' ~he
safety factor is then obtained from S.F. ~ Pf!Pa=Wf/~a •
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Thi s can be done direotly from the graphs
of drawings 119 to 124. Indeed, for given stud .
dimensions and given f yt the values on the vertical
ordinate axis are directly proportional to P (since
fa ~ piA) and those on the horizontal absoissa axis
are proportional to W(since fb =(wt/4)(c/I) •. Any
line drawn through the origin. like the ones shown
on the dra~v.tngs, therefore gives by its intersection
with the "failure" curve a pair of values of Pf and
Wf resulting in incipient yielding. ~he intercept
of that same line with the "allowable" curve gives
cor:responding values of the allowable loads Pa and
\1a. such that Pi/Wf :: Pa/Wa as required. The safety
factor as defined above CaL then be read directly
from the abscissa or ordinate ratios. Even more
simply, t~e safety factor is also obtained as the
ratio of the length of the radial line from the
origin. to 1ihe Itfailurell curVe divided by the length
from the origin to the "allowable" ourve (in view
of geometric similarity). These factors arG quite
general. and hold for any type of cross-section and
configuration. The curves are drawn for Grade 0
steel but are practically identical for other grades.
The safety factors so determined aro
\~itten directly on the corresponding radial lines
on the various drawings.
IV. .A:DEctU.<\.CY OF SECTION 3.7.
The general safety faotor of the Speoifications
is 1.83 to 1.85. The particular sa.fety factor of
Seotion 3.6, ~a11y Loaded Oompression Members, is
somewhat lower, vi~. 1.73. in view of the fact that
the column formulas inc~rporate explicitly a degree
of imperfeotion of 80fr ~ 0.25. Without taklng
explicit account of this imperfection, the column
formula safety factor is 2.13- (For a more detailed
discussion of these formulas see Oorrelation of
Cornell University Research Investigation an~
§pecifications, Pages 9 to 11.)
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Section 3.7 can, therefore, be regarded
as satisfactory, if the safety factors it involves
are reasonably close to those cited above for
Section 3.6, for compression, and t~ the general
safety factor of 1.83 to 1.85 for bending. In
other words, for compression plus bending a safety
factor between the limits of 2.13 and 1.83 should
obtain if no explicit account is taken of im"per-
fections (drawi~gs 119 to 121), and between i.73
and 1.83 if such account is taken (drawings 122 to 124) •
.A study of the figures on drawings 119 to
121 reveals that the safety factors there determined
vary from 2.30 to 1.79 and are therefore very closely
within the required limits.
A similar ins:pection of dra\dngs 122 to
124 Shows the range of safety factors to be 1.65
to 1.86. The value of 1.65 is about 5% lower than
the corresponding-factor 1.73 in Section 3.6. It
is not believed that this difference is of any prac-
tical consequence.
The investigation, therefore, shows that
the very simple "interaction formula" of Section
3-7 results in consistent and adequate safety fac-
tors oVer a \'-ride range of loadings (i.e. ratios
'P!W) and dimensions (i .e. ratios L/r) and properly
takes account of initial imperfections in the same
manner as incorporated in the fundamental column
formulas of Section 3.6.
Statistically the safety factor of Section
3.7. can be regarded in fact as somm~hat larger than .
shO\ifU by the figures on drawings 122 to 124. Indeed,
these safety factors obtain only in the rather un-
likely Case that the initial, accidental eccentricities
"el1 at both ends happen to result in moments in
exactly the same direction as those due to the
lateral load, a rather improbable coincidence.
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v. SUMMA.RY.
An analytical investigation was carried
out to check the adequacy of Section 3.7 of the
Specifications. The principles of this analysis
are indicated in this Report \dthout details, and
its results are shown on the enclosed six drawings.
From these drawings the actual safety
factors involved in Section 3.7 are derived. It is
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